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made ineffectual in pursuit of God.

--The ability to please God, howeVer, was
present but it needed action... its presence at best
being latent.

--Grace could be received In connxJon
with the

cooperation
of the human will.

--os,Ltion in blessing was a matter
of simple forekrowledge of persons... not causitive.

But the view of the Reformed camp came like this:

b. Man is marred by original sin, completely
lost and defiled.

--he is already condemned and under the
sentence of death.

- I - . --He is totally depraved and can do nothing
to please God.

. / He is totally dependent on grace as the
gift of God.

rn.- ---- --Position in blessing is a matter of the
absolute election of God's will.

The dispute over these things led to the Five Points
of the Synod of Dordt (1619) in which the reformed
and the remonstrants argued over:
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Reformed Remonstrant
total depravity limited

absolute election mere foreknowledge
limited atonement open

irresistible grace cooperatively known
a certainty Perseverence. doubtfulgrace lost

And there have been at least a thousand books written
on the subject since and ten hundred thousand arguments.
The student of historical theology will note that
there is still nothing "new" in the position of
the reformers or the views of the remonstrants. Some
times what is more significant is the emphasis given
a particular teaching than the teaching itself.

3. Mediating Calvinistic views

If the title is not right, perhaps the content can
be close to the facts:

a. Amyrald (d. 1664) is the general theology
that God wills all men to be saved and postulates the
fulfillment of his will on their acts of belief. It
is a very popular interpretation today although not
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